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The Tana fountain is formed by a single L-shaped body made from 
cast aluminium that rests subtly on the paving. The lower body inclu-
des a water collection grating and bowl while the vertical body hou-
ses all the mechanisms, the spout and the rear inspection hatch. Its 
adapted geometry ensures its accessibility for users in wheelchairs.       
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Aluminium    |     110 cm   |    94 kg   



TANA
Origin 
The name of the fountain comes 
from the ending of the word 
“fontana” which, in literary language 
and also in Italian, means “fountain”. 
The first unit was installed in the 
courtyard of the Congress Hall 
of Pamplona, built by the same 
architect.

Material 
Body and grating in cast aluminium 
with a two-component, black, 
forged effect, polyurethane paint 
finish. Rear inspection hatch made 
from aluminium sheet metal with 
a thickness of 3 mm. AISI 316L 
stainless steel nozzle. Two M12 
130 mm zinc-plated steel bolts are 
required for anchoring to the paving, 
as well as A2 stainless steel screws.

Installation

Its installation requires maximum 
precision in marking the drinking 
water connection outlet points and 
the drain position and diameter on 
the ground. Anchored with two M12 
130 mm zinc-plated steel bolts.  
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1. Drinking fountains
TANA

Tana

Dimensions 110 x 28 x 110 cm           

Weight 94 kg

1.1 General features

Material  Cast aluminium Fixing Embedded

Finish  Two component epoxy primer finished with two component polyurethane paint. Forge
black colored. 

Back door Zinc plated steel 2mm 

 Button Timed, chrome-plated

Colours

A. Forge black colored

1.2 Installation system

Hoisting
(P= 94 kg)

Installation 
Prepare the ground according to the graph, place the fountain. Insert the chemical adhesive, place the 2 zinc-plated 
steel anchoring screws DIN 931 M -12 of 140mm long; place the grid and screw it.
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1.3 Geometry
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The names, trademarks and industrial models of the pro-
ducts have been logged in the corresponding registers. 
The technical information provided by Escofet about its 
products can be modified without prior notice.
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